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Abstract
In this thesis, a mathematical model is built to assess the impact of component design and lifecycle management
decisions on the service lifecycle costs of components. Two decisions are studied in detail. First, the repair/scrap
decision is studied which determines the status of the component after failure. This outcome of this decision is either
to scrap the component or to repair it. We demonstrate that new buy price alone is not sufficient to make this
decision as is currently the case. Rather, we show that eight lifecycle costs factors influence this decision: new buy
costs, repair costs, scrap costs, distribution costs, holding costs, inspection costs, service engineer costs and
overhead costs. Second, the rework/scrap decision is studied which comes into play after a revision level change of
components. After such a change, a decision is taken for the non-revised components in the field and in the service
pools. These components can either be scrapped or reworked to the latest revision level. For this decision it holds
that the costs differences within the rework and scrap scenarios are minimal for components characterized by nonexcessive stock-levels and limited economical value. The model is primarily developed for components
characterized by a constant failure rate.
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Management Summary
Philips Interventional X-ray (iXR) is one of the business units of the Imaging Systems department of Philips
Healthcare. iXR manufactures machines that function as an enabler for patient diagnoses and interventional
surgeries. iXR machines are typically serviced for 10-12 years hence the service lifecycle costs constitute a
significant part of the total lifecycle costs. As a result, design and lifecycle management decisions should be taken
carefully since they may have a significant impact on these costs.
Two of these design and lifecycle management decisions are defined as the repair/scrap decision and the
rework/scrap decision. The first decision is concerned with the determination of the status of the component which
can be a consumable or repairable status. A consumable status implies that a component is scrapped after failure. A
repairable status implies that after failure in the system, the component is repaired. The second decision comes into
play after a revision level change of a component, often initiated by obsolete components or reliability
improvements. After such a change, a decision is made with respect to the non-revised components. These
components can either be reworked to the latest revision level, or can be scrapped.
At this moment, these decisions are not taken optimally since iXR is unable to estimate the impact on the service
lifecycle costs. As a result, the following research question has been investigated during this research: How can iXR
improve its decisions to reduce the Service Lifecycle Costs of its components.
Modeling the effect of the decision making processes on the Service Lifecycle Costs (SLC’s)
We developed a model to assess the impact of two different decisions on the SLC‟s. In discussion with relevant
stakeholders and the results of a literature review, eight relevant costs factors have been identified: new buy costs,
repair cost, scrap costs, distribution costs, holding costs, inspection costs, service engineer costs and overhead costs.
Furthermore, input parameters have been identified that influence these costs which are among others: reliability of
the component, lead-time of the component, weight of the component, and repair price of the component.
Surprisingly, only one of the cost factors and none of the input parameters are explicitly taken into account in the
current decision making processes.
Based upon these costs factors and input parameters an Excel model has been developed in close cooperation with
potential stakeholders. The model uses straightforward parameters and already proved its value to the iXR
organization for it is already used by one of its managers. The output of the model is the SLC‟s under the different
decision scenarios in a graph- and table format. Furthermore, the model indicates the economically most preferable
option.
Project findings
We found that only the new buy price of components is considered to be a relevant parameter to the repair/scrap
decision at the moment and showed that this result in non-optimal decision making. It is showed that the difference
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between the repair price and new-buy price as also other cost factors influence this decision. For the rework/scrap
decision no explicit procedures or guidelines have been found which result in increased costs.
Research conclusions
We demonstrated that the new buy price of a component is an important, but non-exclusive input parameter to the
repair/scrap decision. More specifically we demonstrated that other cost factors may outweigh the initial price
difference between the new-buy and repair price. Hence, the model provides a more sophisticated tool to Philips
iXR which will result in more effective decision making and cost savings.
Another result of this research is that the costs differences in the scrap and rework scenarios are in general limited
for components with non excessive stock levels and limited economical value. Moreover we showed that the more
reliable the revised component, the more attractive the decision to scrap or rework the non-revised stock levels.
Main Recommendation
Philips iXR should take more cost factors and input parameters into account in their repair/scrap and rework/scrap
decision to reduce the service lifecycle costs of its components. The current way of working leads to non-optimal
decision making and increased costs. It is recommended to implement the developed model to reduce costs and
improve the decisions.
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1

Research Definition
If we knew what it was we were doing, it would not be called research, would it?
Albert Einstein (1879 - 1955)

This chapter discusses and defines the research scope for this thesis. It provides an overview of the business, the
research environment and presents the problem- and research definition. Furthermore, the methodological
foundation and demarcation is given. A brief summary and outline is provided in the last section.

1.1

Philips Healthcare

Although Philips Healthcare activities date back to the foundation of Philips in 1891 by Anton and Gerard Philips,
this division did not have a major share in the business portfolio. This minor share however changed significantly at
the beginning of the 21st century when Philips doubled the size and scope of its Medical Systems business via a
number of acquisitions. The current impact of this relatively new business is reflected in the financial report; in the
first quarter of 2010 Philips‟ Healthcare division has contributed one third of Philips‟ sales and profit.
One of the two main contributors to these financial Healthcare performances is the Imaging System (IS) Group. This
group is primarily responsible for the development of machines characterized by high capital investment and which
enable patient diagnoses and interventional surgeries. This is achieved by providing high quality images to medical
staff by means of various technologies such as Magnetic Resonance, Radiation or Ultrasound.

1.2

The Business Environment of Interventional X-ray

Interventional X-ray (iXR) is one of the six Imaging System business groups located in Best (Netherlands) and
Mumbai (India), and employing circa 850 employees. The different markets in which iXR operates are mostly
aggregated under three regions: Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA), North-America and Latin America
(AMERICA), and Asia and Pacific (APAC).
At this moment, iXR manages approximately 20 product lines that are used in 6 different medical areas: cardio,
vascular, neurology, surgery, oncology and electro physical. The three system types developed within the iXR group
are referred to as the Allura Xper, Multidiagnost and Mobile Surgery Systems.
Allura Xper. The Allura Xper is a flatdetector system mainly intended for cardio vascular and electrophysiology
applications. Its rotational scan gives real-time multi-dimensional views for precise diagnoses. As holds for the other
iXR systems as well, The Xper is typically serviced for 10-12 years.
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Figure 1-1: Images from the Allura Xper of the Aorta (left) and Thorax (right)

Multidiagnost. The Multidiagnost is used for orthopedic and gastrointestinal diagnostics. Its main functionality is
its arm and table mobility which is used to diagnose the patient under various orientations. Figure 1-2 shows the
apparatus and two of its diagnostic images.

Figure 1-2: Images from the Multidiagnost. Knee without bearing (left). Knee with bearing (right).

Mobile Surgery Systems. The main advantage of Mobile Surgery systems is their mobility which enables the
performance of diagnosis at every place, both inside and outside the hospital. One example of the value of Mobile
Surgery Systems outside the hospital has been demonstrated in the help after Haiti‟s recent earthquake. These
systems gave the opportunity to perform immediate diagnosis to victims after their rescue out of the ruins. An
example of a Mobile Surgery System, the Veradius, is depicted in Figure 1-3.
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Figure 1-3: Images from the Veradius and some of its vascular applications.

1.3

Research environment

This research is positioned within in the field of component design and lifecycle management of iXR components.
These components are typically manufactured for a period of 10 years and serviced for 10-15 years. As a result, a
component lifecycle can be divided into three phases (Terzi, 2007): Beginning of Life (BoL), End of Life (EoL) and
End of Service (EoS).
Manufacturing and
service activities

Beginning of Life

Servicing activities

End of Life

End of Service

Figure 1-4: Overview of a component lifecycle

Beginning of Life – End of Life
Three dominant aspects in the BoL – EoL period are the design-, manufacturing- and servicing of the systems.
Design
At the start of the BoL period the iXR products, plant and processes are designed for the first time, primarily
initiated by the Research and Development department. The products are comprised of many components which are
either manufactured at Philips or purchased from an external vendor based upon Philips design.
In the design phase, one does not only design the components to build the system, but one also determines the status
of the components. This component status is either consumable or repairable. A consumable status implies that a
component is scrapped after failure whereas a repairable status implies that the component is repaired after failure.
The outcome of the determination of the component status is referred to as the repair/scrap decision.
-3-

Manufacturing
After design the period between the BoL and EoL starts. In this phase, the iXR systems are manufactured in Best
(NL) at a rate of approximately 800 per year or in India at a rate of approximately 150 per year.

During

manufacturing, the R&D department closely monitors the functioning of the systems and may decide to introduce
improvements to the system components. Furthermore, obsolete components may force the R&D department to
redesign their components. As a result, components are subject to changes and improvements.
Servicing
The Customer Service department is responsible for the servicing of systems in the field. This department ensures
the functioning of systems in the field and supports field engineers in performing maintenance activities. Also,
products improvements may be initiated by the Customer Service Department.
The modification of a component is called a revision level change. After such a change, only the revised component
is used in the manufacturing process. There are however already systems in the field with non-revised components
and also an amount of non-revised service stock is typically available at the moment of revision. Hence, a decision
should be taken with respect to these non-revised components. In this research, it can either be decided to rework the
components to the latest revision level, or to scrap to non-revised components. As will be discussed in a subsequent
chapter, this decision can be applied to components after failure and to the established non-revised stock levels. This
decision is referred to as the rework/scrap decision.
End of Life – End of Service
In the EoL – EoS period, manufacturing has ended. This phase is typically characterized by low redesign activities
but a significant amount of service activity. Until the ceasing of the warrantees (End of Service) service to the
system continues. Also in the EoL – EoS period, components are subject to revisions primarily driven by obsolete
components.

1.4

Problem definition

It has been shown in the preceding section that the lifecycle of a typical iXR system lasts for many years. This
implies that design, service, and manufacturing decisions must be taken carefully since they contribute significantly
to the lifecycle costs of the products.
Two discussed decisions are the repair/scrap and the rework/scrap decisions. The repair/scrap decision has a
significant impact on the lifecycle of the iXR systems; for components with a significantly lower repair cost than the
new buy price of a new identical component, repair may be economically preferable. There may however be some
drawbacks to this decision. As an example: although repair may be cheaper than new-buy, repairable components
require additional operations such as the collection and distribution of the components.
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The second decision, the rework/scrap decision, clearly has an impact on the lifecycle costs for component revisions
may result in better performances, less failures and increased uptime. There is however one complicated factor that
should be taken into account: the non-revised components currently used in the field and in the service pool. The
costs of inefficient decisions making with respect to these non-revised components may minimize or even cancel out
the initial economical benefits. As an example: Consider the costs associated with the replacement of a service stock
by a stock of revised components.
Despite the impact of these decisions on the lifecycle costs of components, iXR is currently unable to estimate the
total financial impact of its decisions. The challenge for iXR is therefore to gain insight into the effects of the
decisions on the lifecycle costs of its components.

1.5

Research definition

This research studies the effect of two decisions on the lifecycle costs of its components. As a result, the main
research question for this research is: How can iXR improve its decisions to reduce the Service Lifecycle Costs of its
components. It is worthwhile to make the following remarks:


Service Lifecycle Costs. Although the main challenge of iXR is to gain insight into the lifecycle costs of
their components, this research focuses on the Service Lifecycle Costs. The decisions studied do mainly
impact the costs after the design of the products and before the disposal of the products. In other words, the
decisions mainly influence the costs which are made in the BoL – EoS period and not at the start of the
BoL and at the end of the EoS period. Therefore, the total lifecycle costs are out of the scope. A final
remark to the Service Lifecycle Costs is that Philips iXR excludes customer downtime costs.



Scope of the Decisions. As discussed in section 1.3 and 1.4 the decisions which will be focused on during
the research are the Repair/Scrap Decision and the Rework/Scrap Decision.



Components. The components used in the iXR systems are numerous and diverse. Since the research
outcome will be most beneficial to iXR if it can be generalized to most of its components, our objective is
to propose a general model. As a result, the model will include generic parameters that can be applied to
all components rather than to have specific parameters applicable to a sub-set of components.

1.6

Research design and methodological foundation

This research will be carried out in an operational context. In general, research studies in an operational context can
be classified as axiomatic or empirical (Bertrand & Fransoo, 2002). Axiomatic research is classified as rigorous
whereas empirical research is classified as relevant. More specifically: In axiomatic research „researchers look at the
operational process or the operational decision problem through the glass of the mathematical models that can be
analyzed‟ (Bertrand & Fransoo, 2002, p. 250) whereas in empirical research „the primary concern of the researcher
is to ensure that there is a model fit between observations and actions in reality and the model made of that reality‟
(ibid.). Since this research aims to analyze and improve an existing operational process, it can be classified as
empirical quantitative research.
-5-

Mitroff, Betz, Pondy & Sagasti (1974) developed a methodology for operational research that is applicable in both
axiomatic and empirical research. In their methodology, 4 phases are distinguished: 1) conceptualization, 2)
modeling, 3) model solving and 4) implementation. This research will follow this methodology as will be discussed
below.

Figure 1-5: Mitroff‟s Operational Research Methodology

Phase 1: Conceptualization. „In the conceptual phase, the researcher makes a conceptual model of the problem
and system he/she is studying‟ (Bertrand & Fransoo, 2002, p. 253). In this phase the parameters, scope and problem
of the model are introduced and discussed. This data is obtained via a literature review (Van de Poel, 2010),
numerical analyses and interviews with various stakeholders.
Phase 2: Modeling. In this phase the actual model is build and causal relationships between variables are defined.
The model should be able to calculate the lifecycle costs for the components under different decision scenarios.
Phase 3: Model Solving. In the third phase, several scenario analyses will be run to evaluate the effect of different
decisions strategies on the Service Lifecycle Costs of components. Furthermore „real-life‟ data will be injected in the
model based on historical data as a „what-if‟ analysis to iXR previous decisions. Also sensitivity analyses are
performed to study the impact of the parameters on the Service Lifecycle Costs.
Phase 4: Implementation. The implementation of the model as a decision making tool is out of scope for this
project. The model will however be discussed with and presented to various stakeholders in different positions of the
organization.
To conclude the research, the main conclusions and limitations as also the recommendations for further research will
be discussed.
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1.7

Demarcation

Three demarcation remarks are given upfront.


Components revisions. Component revisions include minor, non critical related revisions. With minor
component revisions, only revisions that guarantee backward compatibility are studied. Stated otherwise,
the revised component is assumed to be interchangeable with the non-revised component. Non-critical
revisions do not include immediate revisions to the whole field but apply only to new equipment to be
manufactured and stock inventories.
Improvement change

Power Control
Unit

Power Control
Unit

Backward Compatible

Figure 1-6: The backwards compatibility of components



No logistical related optimization. Although many logistic related concepts will be discussed in this thesis
they are assumed to be givens.

1.8

Summary and outline

The aim and relevance of this research can be summarized as follows. At this moment, iXR is unable to accurately
estimate the impact of the repair/scrap and the rework/scrap decisions on the Service Lifecycle Costs. Therefore, a
model is built that assess the impact of these decisions on the service lifecycle costs of components. Since the
decisions are similar in nature, the model will be built on generic formulas which can be applied to both decisions.
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the conceptual model which presents the blueprint for the
model to be developed. Next, chapter 3 analyzes the elements discussed in the conceptual model based on data and
practices from the field. Chapter 4 presents the mathematical foundation to the model. Chapter 5 implements the
model to a number of selected cases and discusses the effect of the different decisions on the Service Lifecycle Costs
based on the outcome parameters of the model. The final chapter 6 presents the conclusion and discusses the
generalization and usefulness of the model for iXR.
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2

Conceptual Model
There is no abstract art. You must always start with something.
Afterward you can remove all traces of reality.
Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)

The main aim of the model is to quantify the effects of two decisions on the Service Lifecycle Costs (SLC‟s) of iXR
components. This chapter presents these SLC‟s and its associated parameters by answering the following underlying
research questions:
1.

How do the design and lifecycle management decisions affect the SLC‟s of iXR‟s components?

2.

How do the SLC‟s of the components relate to the business environment of iXR?

3.

Which input parameters should be included?

2.1

Decision effects on Service Lifecycle Costs

The Repair/Scrap decision and the Rework/Scrap decision are assumed to have an impact on the SLC‟s of iXR‟s
components. This section discusses how these decisions have an effect on the SLC‟s.
2.1.1

The rationale and consequences of repairing components

The main rationale behind the decision to repair components is that for components with a significantly lower repair
cost than the new buy costs of a new identical component, repair is considered to be economically preferable
The consequences of repairing components are multiple. First, repairable components need a recovery network so
that the components can be collected, inspected, reprocessed and/or disposed, and re-distributed (Fleischmann,
Krikke, Dekker, & Flapper, 2000). This implies that repairable components need a forward-distribution channel and
a reverse-distribution channel (Figure 2-1) that manages and controls the distribution and collection of components.
Also, reverse distribution networks typically need an inspection facility where the state of the component is assessed
in order to make a decision regarding its subsequent actions. This may include “disassembly, shredding, testing,
sorting, and storage steps” (Fleischmann et al., 2000, p. 657). As a result, the forward and reverse distribution costs,
the inspection cost, the scrap costs and the overhead costs to manage the channels are influenced by the repair/scrap
decision.
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Figure 2-1: A forward- and reverse distribution channel

A second consequence of repairing components is that they require different inventory models than consumable
components. More specifically it is argued that differentiating between repairable- and consumable inventories may
be significantly beneficial (Cohen, Zheng, & Wang, 1999). For consumable components, outside procurements can
resupply the serviceable inventory of components whereas for repair there is also an „inside‟ stream of resupply.
Hence not only does the number of new-buys depend on the repair/scrap decision but also inventory holding costs
may differ.

Figure 2-2: A repairable inventory model

A third consequence of repaired components is that they may have another reliability function than new components
(Thierry, Salomon, Van Nunen, & Van Wassenhove, 1995). In other words, the reliability function of repaired
components may be different than for new components which will influence all the costs factors introduced above.
Another cost function which has not been introduced yet, is the service employee costs. For every failure, a service
engineer needs to replace the component and maintain the system.
2.1.2

The rationale and consequences of revision level changes

A revision level change is often initiated for the current revision level performs below standards or the subcomponents become obsolete. If a change is initiated, the reliability function of the revised component is likely to
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change. This may result in a better performance of the components and less failures in the field. An important
reliability indicator which is often used is the Mean Time To Failure (MTTF).
After a revision level change only the latest revision level is used in the manufacturing of new machines. There are
however already systems in the field with non-revised components and also an amount of non-revised service stock
is typically available at the moment of revision. Hence, a decision should be taken with respect to these non-revised
components. In this study, 4 scenarios are distinguished:
Scenario 1: Scrap Failures. Under this scenario, a non-revised component is scrapped after failure. Nonrevised stock is depleted.
Scenario 2: Scrap Failures and Scrap Stock. Under this scenario, all non-revised service stock is scrapped
and non-revised components are scrapped after failure.
Scenario 3: Rework Failures. Under this scenario, a non-revised component is reworked to the latest
revision level after failure. Non revised stock is depleted.
Scenario 4: Rework Failures and Rework Stock. Under this scenario, all service stock is reworked to the
latest revision level and non-revised components are also reworked after failure to the latest revision level.
To manage the revision of components, Philips introduced the 12NC number coding system. This implies that each
component consist of a 12 digit code that is used as an identifier at a component series level. After the revision of a
component, the last digit of the code is increased by 1 hence all components with equal first 11 digits belong to the
same component series. A change in the latest digit is called a revision level change. One of the requirements of
such a change is that components need to be backward compatible. This implies that a revised component is always
able to replace its predecessors. In some cases, components are also forward compatible which often holds for
electronic components.

Revision Level Change

Power Control
Unit

Power Control
Unit

452212887911

452212887912
Backward Compatible

Figure 2-3: Visualization of revision level change.
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2.2

Cost Factors

The relevant Service Lifecycle Costs are: (1) new components purchasing costs, (2) repair costs, (3) forward- and
reverse distribution costs, (4) scrap/shredding/disposal costs, (5) overhead costs, (6) good- and damaged stock
holding costs, (7) inspection costs, and (8) service employee costs. This paragraph describes these costs in the
business environment of iXR.
2.2.1

New Components Purchasing Costs and Repair Costs

As discussed, the difference between the new components purchasing costs and repair cost form the first trigger to
classify components as repairables.
Philips has approximately 150 supply vendors where components are ordered. This implies that many of the
products used in Philips iXR systems are not manufactured within Philips. Furthermore, it is estimated that this
number will increase over the years since there is a trend at Philips to outsource manufacturing activities. The new
components supply vendor is in many cases the repair vendor. Most of iXR suppliers have businesses within
Europe.
2.2.2

Distribution Costs

Forward Distributions
In order to manage and supply components to the installed base, Philips iXR uses a 4-echelon forward distribution
channel. Philips distinguishes:
Echelon 1: Central Distribution Centers (CDCs),
Echelon 2: Regional Distribution Centers (RDCs),
Echelon 3: Local Distribution Centers (LDCs) and,
Echelon 4: Forward Stocking Locations (FSLs).
From the CDCs, the components are distributed to the RDC‟s. Both the CDC‟s and RDC‟s are located in Roermond
(NL), Louisville (US) or Singapore (SG) which implies that the CDC‟s and RDS‟s are only a logistic and not a
physical distinction. From the RDC‟s, components are forwarded to the LDC‟s and/or the FSL‟s which are
positioned in the various geographical areas in which Philips iXR sells and services their systems (key markets). In
some key markets there are also FSL‟s which are supplied by the LDC‟s.

CDC

RDC

LDC

FSL

Figure 2-4: The forward distribution channel of iXR
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Reverse Distribution
A reverse distribution channel manages the return of damaged components. At this moment, the channel is
organized as follows (Figure 2-5). First, a broken/damaged component is removed from the system by a service
engineer and dropped in one of the multiple Pick-Up Drop-Off (PUDO) points in the world. Second, a logistic
service provider transfers the components in a specific region from the PUDO to a collection point. Third, the
components are transferred to an inspection facility (Blueroom) where they are inspected and administrated. If
components pass the inspection phase they are sent to the repair vendor. Finally, components are forwarded to the
CDC after repair.
Note that the current reverse distribution channel can be classified as a converging centralized network with a
average number of levels (Fleischmann, Bloemhof-Ruwaard, Dekker, van der Laan, van Nunen, & van Wassenhove,
1997). This means that every entity in the chain has its own functionality and that action can be performed in only a
few locations.

PUDO

Collection Inspection
Facility
Point

Repair Vendor

CDC

Figure 2-5: The Reverse Distribution Channels

The distribution costs are influenced by the distribution distance and the dimensions of the component. The
distribution distance is influenced by the geographical location of the customer, the geographical location of the
warehouses, the inspection facility, and the repair centers. The relevant dimensions of the component are its weight
and sizes.
2.2.3

Inspection Costs

In the Blueroom, the components are inspected and administered as either 1) damaged and not repairable, 2)
damaged and repairable, and 3) undamaged. Undamaged components are directly sent to one of the three RDC‟s in
the world. Repairable components are put on stock awaiting an order to be repaired (PULL approach) or are repaired
immediately (PUSH approach). Non repairable and consumable components are scrapped.
After repair, the components are sent to one of the three global warehouses in which they are put on stock. Note that
the model assumes a PUSH approach scenario.
The total of inspection activities is referred to as inspection costs.
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2.2.4

Scrap/Shredding/Disposal of components

Most of iXR‟s components are collected in the Blueroom for primarily two reasons. First, most components are
comprised of elements which may be vulnerable to the environment. Hence components need to be disposed in a
specific manner. Second, iXR want to protect their components to ensure that the components are not accessible to
their competitors.
As a result, most of iXR‟s component are collected after failure and sent to the Blueroom even if they are classified
as consumable. The total of scrap activities is referred to as scrap costs.
2.2.5

Overhead Costs

The reverse- and forward distribution channel is managed and controlled by the Service Part Supply Chain (SPS)
organization. This Philips organization is a zero-profit center which implies that it is expected to have as much costs
as incomes. In order to cover their costs of managing the distribution channels, they charge iXR 15% of the new-buy
purchase price per component delivered to the field. These costs are denoted to as the overhead costs.
2.2.6

Holding Costs

The holding costs of components are the costs that are paid for the storage and handling of a component in the
various warehouses. These warehouses are in most cases not owned by Philips but rather subcontracted via a
logistic service provider like UPS or DHL. These holding costs are calculated based on a percentage of the
economical value of the component.
The holding costs that are charged to Philips iXR are calculated based on the economic value of the component and
the number of components on stock. Here the number of components on stock is influenced by the inventory reorder level of components. If the amount of components on stock drop below this re-orders level, a re-supply of
component is ordered to ensure a minimum level of components to supply the failures from the field.
2.2.7

Service engineering Costs

All Key Markets manage a pool of service engineers that are trained to maintain the systems in the field. For Key
Markets characterized by high density populations, the service engineers are mostly positioned close to the systems.
For Key Markets characterized by lower density population, the service engineers are less closely positioned to the
systems. The associated costs are denoted as service engineering costs.
The service engineer costs are influenced by three factors.
1.

The Hourly Wages of the Service Engineer. The higher the hourly wages, the higher the service costs.

2.

The Time Spent to Repair the Machine. For some components, repair action may be performed quicker
than others.

3.

The Travel Time and Costs. Especially in larger geographical areas characterized by a limited number of
hospitals, the travel time and costs may contribute significantly to the service engineer costs
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2.3

Model parameters

The previous discussion revealed that the following inputs have an effect on the SLC‟s: new buy costs and repair
costs of the component, the holding costs of components, the inspection cost per component in the Blueroom, the
scrap costs per component. This section discusses the remaining inputs needed to calculate the Service Lifecycle
Costs.
2.3.1

Reliability of the components

The most direct impact of the SLC‟s of components is the reliability of the components which is directly influenced
by the failure rate of the component. Since a greater generalization of the model is more beneficial to iXR, it is
decided to use one generic reliability input parameter. Moreover, since earlier studies within Philips indicated that
most iXR components are characterized by random failures (Vughts, 2009) this design choice is justified. It is also
discussed that the model needs to take into account that the reliability of a component may change after repair or
after a revision. For the repair/scrap decision, the change in reliability per repair can be entered. For the
rework/scrap scenario, reliability parameters can be entered per revision level.
2.3.2

Probability of repair

Not every repairable component can be repaired. The decision to not repair can either be made during inspection in
the Blueroom or at the Repair Vendor. The impact of this probability on the service life costs is straight-forward:
The higher the probability of no-repair, the lower the difference between the new-buy and the repair scenario.
Note that the probability of repair may depend on the number of repairs and the revision level of the component.
Hence, the model should be able to take different repair probabilities into account.
2.3.3

Other

Three elements which have not been discussed in detail thus far but that do have an influence on the Service
Lifecycle Costs of components are:
1) The Length of the Service Lifecycle. The service lifecycle ends after the ceasing of all warrantees. The time
until this ceasing is referred to as the length of the service lifecycle. Hence in general it holds that the
longer this period, the higher the Service Lifecycle Costs of components.
2) The Current Stock Available. At the introduction of a new component, there is typically no stock available.
However, at a revision level change of a component, an amount of stock is typically available that is used
to service the systems in the field.
3) The Number of Components in the Field (Installed Base). The larger the amount components used in the
systems in the field, the higher the total Service Lifecycle Costs of a component. In this study, the numbers
of components in the field are assumed to be constant over time.
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2.4

Summary

The visualization below depicts the conceptual model with the parameters as inputs, the service lifecycle costs as
output and the two decisions as scenarios.
Input

Model

Service Lifecycle Costs

New Buy Price

New Buy Costs

Repair Price

Repair Costs

Scrap Price
Component Weight

Scrap Costs

Scenario
Distribution Costs

Geographical Distribution of Components
Repair/Scrap Decision

Holding Costs

Rework/Scrap Decision

Inspection Costs

Location of Repair Vendor
Holding Rate/Percentage
Re-order level

Service Engineer Costs

Current Stock levels

Overhead Costs

Inspection Costs per Part
Service Engineer Wages
Travel Time
Maintenance Time
Overhead Costs
Failure rate (MTTF)
Probability of Repair
Length of Service Lifecycle
Number of Systems in the Field

Figure 2-6 Visualization of the Conceptual Model
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3

Data requirements and Data analyses
There can be as much value in the blink of an eye as in months of rational analysis.
Malcolm Gladwell (1963)
Truth is subject to too much analysis.
Frank Herbert (1920 - 1986)

This chapter analyses and quantifies the input that influences the SLC‟s Costs of iXR. The chapter is organized as
follows. First, the data requirements and data sources which are needed to conduct the analyses are discussed. Next,
the analyses are performed.

3.1

Data Requirements

A number of data sources are needed to extract and analyze the inputs to this study. Due to the diverse nature of
these inputs, it is not possible to use one central dataset containing all relevant information. Instead, numerous data
sources from various departments and levels of the organization are used. Below, the data sources are introduced
that are used to gather information about component pricing, component reliability, stock levels and distribution
costs.
Component Pricing. Component pricing within Philips is not homogeneous which implies that the same
component may have different pricings in different areas of the organization, both for new-buy and repair. Therefore
it should be decided which prices are used in the analyses. Since this study focuses on Service Lifecycle Costs it has
been decided to use the prices which are paid by the service organization to the key-market. The dataset used is
owned by the after sales & service organization of Philips and contains both repair prices as new-buy prices of
components.
Component Reliability. During the project it became clear that reliability data is not readily available due to a
number of reasons. First, the administrative data only registers failures of component on a generic level which
hinders component specific analyses.

Second, the data available does not recognize the number of times a

component is repaired. This implies that only aggregated data of components can be used for the analyses.
Fortunately, there is some data available which is controlled by the after sales & service organization. This
organization may decide to monitor a number of components in more detail for various reasons such as component
performance issues. This data gives insight into the number of failures per period and the number of items
repaired/scrapped. Another valuable data source is the stock planning database which is used to set the stock levels
for the components. A central input to this file is the aggregated multi-echelon demands for components over the last
month which may be used as estimation for the reliability of components.
Stock. The Stock Planning Database is a valuable data source which will be used for the stock-planning analyses.
This database contains information about the stock-levels in the CDC warehouses as also information about the total
echelon stock in the CDC, RDC, FSL and LDC warehouses which will enable a number of analyses.
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Distribution. At this moment, a Lean Six Sigma Black Belt study is conducted with respect to the reverse
distribution costs of components for these costs are not widely available. It has therefore been decided to use the
preliminary analyses of this study to calculate the distribution costs. Philips iXR is advised to follow the Black Belt
study to refine the derived cost parameters if necessary.

3.2

Analyses of distribution costs

In earlier chapters the distribution network is introduced. In Figure 3-1 the situation is depicted in which the iXR
repair vendor is positioned in the EMEA region which implies that all repairable components need to be collected
and inspected in EMEA‟s Blueroom before they are forwarded to the Repair Vendor.

Field
EMEA

Consolidation
Center
EMEA
Blueroom
EMEA

Field
non
EMEA

Consolidation
Center
non EMEA

Repair
Vendor
EMEA

Blueroom
non EMEA
Repairable + Consumable
Repairable

Figure 3-1: A reverse distribution network of Philips iXR

Unfortunately, there is limited centralized data available with respect to the distribution costs in the different
geographical areas. One valuable datasheet is depicted in Appendix 1.1. This sheet contains detailed data of the
reverse distribution costs within Europe from the Field to the Blueroom in Tatabanya, Hungarian. Based on this
data, it is possible to calculate the average distribution per package and per kg from the different European countries
to the Blueroom as summarized in the graph below. On average, the costs per transport from anywhere in Europe to
Tatabanya (HG) are equal to 1.03 Euro/kg and 13.25 Euro/package or
Euro/package/km.
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0.0015
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0
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Price Per Package Per KM

Figure 3-2: Price per KM from a European country to Tatabanya (HG)

The cost per kg/km from the EMEA analyses is used to calculate the average distribution costs within the APAC and
AMERICA regions and the costs between the regions. Here the average distance between the center of the region
and its nearest Blueroom is used (see Appendix 1.1). Note that it is assumed that air transport per kg is equal to road
transport per kg and that short distance freight is equal in price per km to long distance freight.
Average Distribution Costs [Euro] within and between Regions per KG
To

From

EMEA

AMERICA

EMEA

1.0

AMERICA

11.6

4.7

APAC

8.0

10.7

APAC

8.9

Table 3-1: Overview of Average Distribution costs within and between regions per KG.

In combination with the geographical distribution of the installed base over the regions and the position of the repair
vendor, the reverse distribution costs can be calculated.
The reverse distribution costs are analogue to the calculation of the forward distribution costs. A typical channel for
a new-buy and repair vendor in EMEA may be depicted as follows (Figure 3-3). Note that the distribution from
Regional warehouses to Local Warehouses has been excluded since it is assumed that these locations are
geographically closely positioned to the Regional Warehouse -> FIELD route. Hence it is assumed that the direct
Regional Warehouse -> FIELD route will cover most of the Regional Warehouse -> Local Warehouse -> FIELD
route costs.
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(Repair)
Vendor
EMEA

CDC
EMEA

FIELD

RDC
NON
EMEA

Road Transport
Air Transport

Figure 3-3: Visualization of a forward distribution network

The same costs per kg/km and kg/region as in Table 3-1 are used for the forward distribution costs.

3.3

Analyses of holding costs

This section analyses the effect of the input parameters on the holding costs component of Service Lifecycle Costs.
The new buy price, repair price, holding costs, reorder level and current stock levels have an influence on these
costs.
As discussed, there are 4 important stocking locations in the forward distribution channel and 3 in the reverse
distribution channel. At Philips the holding cost of components is 15% of the economical value of the components
per year.
The good- and damaged echelon stock-levels are given for the total forward and reverse distribution channels. This
allows us to make an estimation of the total stock of a component based on the stock in the CDC. A simple analysis
(Figure 3-4) revealed that on average 36% of the total stock value is positioned in the CDC and 64% in the other
warehouses (LDC, FSL, RDC). The total holding costs is therefore assumed to be equal to
where

represent the average stock level in the CDC.

Stock in CDC and RDC warehouses
Number of components

350000
300000
250000
200000
Total stock in RDC's

150000

Total stock in CDC

100000
50000
0
Roermond

Singapore
Signapore

Louisville

Figure 3-4: Stock distribution among warehouses
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3.4

Analyses of service engineer costs

A service engineer is sent to the field after a failure of a component to perform maintenance actions to the system. In
the model it is assumed that the engineer knows the failure upfront and has ordered the correct spare component
which is used to replace the failed component. Hence the two essential actions taken by an engineer to perform
maintenance is to go to the location and to perform maintenance. Since it is estimated that these times may differ per
region (EMEA, APAC, AMERICA) and per type of component, this section performs a basic analyses to the time
needed for these actions on two components used in iXR machines: the VCCOM board and the LUC board (12NC:
45223000950X and 45223002341X). The main aim of this analysis is to create justifiable averages for the travel and
maintenance activities.
The main results of the service time analyses are depicted in Appendix 1.2. This analysis reveals that the travel time
in America is lower than in APAC and EMEA. This can be explained by the fact the America is mainly comprised
by key markets characterized by high population whereas EMEA and APAC on the other hand have less populated
key areas. The corrective maintenance time does not seem differ to a great extent.
For the remainder of this study, the average travel hours are set to America = 2.0, EMEA = 2.4, APAC = 2.8 hours.
The hours of corrective maintenance are set as an input parameter to the model. Note that the hourly wages of
service engineers at Philips are set to 68 Euro.

3.5

Analyses of component reliability

This section studies the effect of component reliability on the SLC‟s. It is expected that the failure rate, the
probability of repair and the number of systems in the field will have the largest impact on these costs.
The number of failures in the field and the probability of repair will probably have one of the most significant
impacts on the Service Lifecycle Costs factor. The more failures, the higher the Service Lifecycle Costs of
component. The higher the probability of repair, the less new buy components needs to be purchased.
As argued in the data requirements section, there is limited data available with respect to the reliability of
components. The data that is available relate to repair probability and component failures.
Repair Probability. There is data available which contains the scrap percentages of components on a yearly basis.
The graphs in Appendix 1.3 show this percentage for different revision levels of the VCCOM board and for the
Energy Supply Unit. These graphs reveal that the repair/scrap probabilities are variable per component, variable per
year and variable per revision level. As a result, it is unrealistic do derive general numbers for scrap/repair
probabilities. As a result, users of the model are required to make realistic estimations of these scrap/repair
percentages. In discussion with Product Quality & Maintenance managers it is concluded that these estimations can
be given, but that there is a need for more data which can support these estimations.
Component Failures. As discussed before, component failures can in general not be identified at component level
which implies that failure data is used that is aggregated for all systems in the field. The graphs in Appendix 1.4
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show the number of failures per year for the VCCOM and Energy Supply Unit. For the VCCOM unit, the graph
does not reveal any common pattern which may indicate that, as holds for most electronic components, the failure
rate is random. The number of failures from the energy supply unit however seem to increase over time which may
indicate that the component has an increasing failure rate.
Based on the discussion above it has been decided to use the Mean Time to Failure parameter as the reliability input
parameter to the model for a number of reasons. First of all, MTTF is valid under the assumptions of constant
failures which will apply for many of iXR components. Second, the MTTF parameter is in most cases the only
available reliability indicator at the selection of a component. Third, this metric is already applied in Philips and
easy to interpret by potential users of the model.

3.6

Analyses of Inspection costs

In the Blueroom components are inspected and processed. This section aims to derive the average costs per
inspected components for the EMEA Blueroom which will be used as an input to the model. The graph below shows
the number of components processed in the EMEA Blueroom in the period March – April 2010. Based on average
costs of 200.000 Euro per month (confirmed by iXR accountants) the average inspection cost per component is
equal to 13.3 Euro.

Components Inspected during March - April 2010

Number of Components

1,500
1,300
1,100
900
700

Total Parts Received

500

EMEA Parts

300

Non EMEA Parts

100
-100

1/Mar

8/Mar

15/Mar 22/Mar 29/Mar

5/Apr

12/Apr

19/Apr

26/Apr

Date

Figure 3-5: Components Processed in Blueroom Tatabanya from March - April 2010

3.7

Analyses of new buy purchasing price and repair price (extra)

The general assumption within iXR Philips is that the repair price of a component is 30%-40% of its new-buy
purchasing price. Although the analyses of this assumption do not necessarily contribute to the quantification of the
input parameters, it will contribute to the confirmation of the validity of this assumption which is in the mindset of a
significant amount of iXR‟s employees.
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Analyses reveals that the average new-buy purchasing components is (
is (

=) 5954 Euro and the average repair price

=) 2537 Euro. This implies that for all iXR components, the repair price is

43% of the new buy

price.
Thus far, the variability in the price/repair ratio has not been taken into account. A linear regression on the repair
price versus new-buy price however reveals that only 23% of the variability can be explained by the new-buy price
(intercept fixed at 0; for a non-fixed intercept this variability is 31%). The figure below shows the visualization of
this analysis. Each dot in the graph represents a Repair Price / New Buy Price combination.

Scatterplot of Purchasing Price versus Repair Price
Repair Price of Components [Euro]

5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
250

1250

2250

3250

4250

Purchasing Price of New Components [Euro]

Figure 3-6: Scatterplot of new buy versus repair price combinations

From this analysis it can be concluded that the 30-40% average which is currently used as an assumption to the
repair/new buy price ratio, is too low; instead, an average of 43% should be used. Moreover and more importantly,
this analysis revealed that the new buy price of components is not a good predictor of the repair price.
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4

Mathematical Model Building
As far as the laws of mathematics refer to reality, they are not certain;
and as far as they are certain, they do not refer to reality.
Albert Einstein (1879 - 1955)

In this chapter a generic model is presented which can be applied to the repair/scrap (rp/s) and rework/scrap (rw/s)
decisions. As will be shown, each decision demands for minor extensions to the generic model.

4.1

Problem description, assumptions and simplifications

The proposed model calculates the service lifecycle costs for components for a given lifecycle length
different decision outcomes. In this model an installed base, of size
failures with a constant failure rate of

. Here the state

at period

under the

with state , is subject to

refers to the number of times a component is repaired

under the rp/s decision, and refers to the component‟s revision level under the rw/s decision. The total installed base
is assumed to be constant over time and defined at time

.

The installed base is distributed over three regions EMEA, AMERICA and APAC where
percentage of components in one of the three regions (

represents the

).

The installed base is serviced from one central service pool containing new and repaired components under the rp/s,
and components with multiple revision levels under the rw/s decision. The physical stock-levels at period
referred to as

are

. It is assumed that components can be supplied immediately to the customer; if no stock is

available in the service pool, an alternative supply option is used. The supply/transport costs from the warehouse to
the customer are region specific and depend on the component weight
base-stock level

a new-buy order is placed of size

. If the inventory level

drops below

. New components are purchased at costs

and arrive

after a fixed lead-time . There is no minimum re-order quantity. The holdings costs of components in the service
pool are calculated based on a percentage

of the new-buy price

.

After failure, a component is transported to a region specific inspection facility where the component is inspected at
costs

and are either scrapped at costs

consume and scrap

or transported to the repair vendor with probability

. Note that for

. It is assumed that there is only one vendor which is used for both repair and new-buy.

At the repair vendor, components are repaired/reworked under a PUSH policy at costs

after which the

components are transported to the central service pool. The total process from inspection, repair, and transport takes
a fixed lead-time
percentage

. The holdings costs of components in the repair channel are calculated based on a fixed

of the new-buy price minus repair price (

-

and the repair lead-time.

Each failure results in engineering activities and overhead activities. Engineering activities are comprised of travel
time and maintenance time which are performed at an hourly wage of

. Overhead activities are related to the

management of the transports and the management of forward- and reverse distribution channels. These activities
are financed by a fixed percentage

of the component‟s new-buy costs
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when supplied to the customer.

4.2

Derivation of Generic Formulas

Generic formulas are derived which can be applied to both the rp/s and the rw/s decision. To distinguish between the
beginning and end of period a superscript notation is used. Here a minus sign superscript refers to the beginning of a
period, a plus sign superscript to the end of the period. The notation is used for the installed base and the stocklevels;
4.2.1

.
Process variables

Before the SLC‟s are calculated, 5 variables are introduced that form the bases of the SLC‟s calculations.
a) Demand per period
The demand from the field of components with state during period t is equal to

(2.1)
Where
=

The state of the component. Note that under rp/s the state refers to the number of repairs whereas
under rw/s state refers to the revision level of the component.
=

The amount of components with state in the field at the beginning of period .
The Mean Time to Failure per period of a component with state .

b) Number of new buy items and c) Inventory Position
When the inventory position

drop below base-stock level a new-buy order is placed of size

. Here

)
(2.2)
Where
=

The re-order level. If the inventory position

drops below

an order is placed to re-supply the

stock-levels.
and

(2.3)
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Where
The amount of physical stock with state available at the end of period .
=
=

The demand from the field of components with state during period .
The repair probability of components with state .

d) Change in Installed Base distribution at time t
The component that replaces the failed component in the field does not necessarily have to be of the same state. As a
result, the installed base changes over time as expressed in the following formula:

(2.4)
Where
The amount of components with state in the field at the end of period
The amount of components with state in the field at the beginning of period
=

The demand from the field of components with state during period

=

The amount of physical stock with state available at the end of period .

=

The amount of physical stock with state available at the beginning of period .

e) Stock level at the beginning of a period
The stock level at the beginning of a period is equal to the stock level at the end of the previous period plus the
supplied components at period . Hence

(2.5)
Where
The amount of physical stock with state available at the beginning of period .
The amount of physical stock with state available at the end of period .
=

The number of component with state supplied in period (to be introduced in equation 3.1 and
3.3).
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4.2.2

Output variables

Service Lifecycle Costs
The output to the model is the SLC‟s for multiple periods of

which form the costs of the total service lifecycle

length . Hence:

Where
The total costs of purchased components during period .
The total cost of repair during period .
The total costs of scrap during period .
The total holding costs during period for good-and damaged stock.
The total inspection costs during period .
The total distribution costs during period .
The total service engineering costs during period .
The total overhead costs during period .

1: New Buy Costs
The new-buy costs at time t are equal to

(2.7)
Where
=

The new buy purchasing price of the components with state i that can or could be ordered at a
vendor.
=

The amount of new components ordered within period t (equation 2.2).
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2: Repair Costs
The repair costs within period t are equal to

(2.8)
Where
=
=

The demand from the field of components with state during period .
The repair price of one single component with state . Note that the repair price may be different
per state.

=

The repair/rework probability of components with state .

3: Scrap Costs
The scrap costs are calculated as follows

(2.9)
Where
=

The scrap costs of a component.
=

=

The demand from the field of components with state during period
The repair/rework probability of components with state .

4: Holding Costs
The holding costs are calculated as follows

(2.10)

Where
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=

The amount of physical stock with state available at the end of period .

=

The amount of physical stock with state available at the beginning of period

=

The holding costs percentage per period.
=

The new buy purchasing price of the components with state i that can or could be ordered at a
vendor.
=

=

The demand from the field of components with state during period .
The repair/rework probability of components with state .
The total repair lead-time, including transport and inspection time. Note that damaged holding
costs are assumed to be paid during the whole period of repair.

=

The repair price of one single component with state .

=

The central service pool stock versus other service pool stock ratios. This parameter has been
introduced since it is assumed that stock is supplied from one central stock-point which is not the
case in the iXR environment. To account for additional stock holding costs in the other stockpoints, this ratio is introduced. Note that it can be simply set to 1 to cancel-out this term.

5: Inspection Costs
All failed components are inspected. Hence

(2.11)
Where
=

The demand from the field of components with state during period .
The inspection costs in the Blueroom per component.
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6: Distribution Costs
The distribution costs depend on a number a factors. Note that the two variables

and

costs are defined in

equation 2.12a and 2.12b. Here
.
(2.12)
Where
=

The demand from the field of components with state during period

=

The weight of the component. Note that it is assumed that the weight is equal per state of
component.

=

The repair/rework probability of components with state .

And

(2.12a)

Where
=

The global distribution of components in region
=

in % where

The distribution costs per kg to distribute within region

.

where

.

The set of world regions in which Philips operates which is {AMERICA, EMEA or
APAC}.

(2.12b)

Where
=

The global distribution of components in region
The existence of the vendor in region
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in % where

.
,

.

=

The distribution costs per kg to distribute a component from region

to

where

.

7: Engineer Costs
The engineer costs include travel costs and maintenance costs. Hence:
,
(2.13)
Where
The total service engineering costs within time .
=

The demand from the field of components with state during period

=

The hourly wages of an service engineer.

=

The average travel hours of an engineer in region

=

The average hours needed to perform the required maintenance actions.

=

The global distribution of components in region

in % where

8: Overhead Costs
The final cost factor are the overhead costs.

(2.14)
Where
The total overhead costs within time
=

The number of component with state supplied in period (to be introduced in equation 3.1 and
3.3).

=

The new buy purchasing price of the components with state i that can or could be ordered at a
vendor.
The overhead cost per component as a percentage of the new-buy price.
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4.3 Derivation of decision specific formulas
Although the formulas derived in the previous section can be applied to both decisions, there are some decision
specific formulas which primarily relate to the supply of items and the calculations of stock-levels. These formulas
are introduced in this section.
Repair/Scrap Scenario and Formulas
The repair/scrap decision has 2 scenarios for which the SLC‟s are calculated: the repair and the consume scenario.
For the repair scenario, it is assumed that there is a maximum of three repairs which implies that
. After repair, components return in serviceable stock with a
are no repairs at all which implies that

and

status. Under the consume scenarios there

.

The following stock-priority rules are used. First, repaired stock is used to supply the failures from the field where
components with fewer repairs have priority over components with more repairs. Second, new components are used
to supply the failures from the field. Note that under a fixed total installed base the number of failures in a period are
in general larger than the supply from repaired components which implies that the repaired components are depleted
in most periods.
Supply of items
As visualized in Figure 4-1, new buy components supply the
stock-points. Hence the supplied components at time t,

stock-points and repaired components supply the
, is equal to:

(3.1)

for

Where

=

=

The amount of new components ordered within period t

=

The demand from the field of components with state during period

=

The repair and the new-buy lead-time.
The repair/rework probability of components with state .
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(equation 2.2).

Calculation of stock-levels
The stock-level calculation at the beginning of period is given in equation 2.5. At the end of period , the stocklevels are calculated as follows:

for
(3.2)
Where
=

The demand from the field of components with state during period .

=

The amount of physical stock with state available at the beginning of period .

Please note that the stock is supplied in the following order [state 1->2->3->0]

0
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R
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0 1
2 3
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0

Stockpoint

0 1
. N
2

λ2

0 1
2 3

1-p2

2
p2

#Repairs

0,1,
.,N

R

λ3

Scrap
3

0 1
2 3

3

Figure 4-1: Visualization of the model under the repair/scrap decision
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Rework/Scrap Decision
The rework/scrap decision has 4 scenarios for which the costs should be calculated: scrap failures, scrap stock &
failures, rework failures, and rework stock & failures. Note that under all scenarios the state represents the revision
level of the component where state

represents the most recent revision level of the component.

Under the scrap stock & failures and rework stock & failures scenarios all non-recent revised stock (
is either scrapped at costs
lead-time

or is reworked to the most recent component revision level (

. Note that revision level 0 (

) at costs

with

does not exist under the rework/scrap analyses; the first revision

level is set to 1.
Under the scrap failures and rework failures scenarios the non-recent revised stock (

is depleted

where the following stock-priority rules are used. First, the non-revised components are used where older revisions
have priority over more recent revisions. Second, the most recently revised stock

is used. Here it is assumed

that components are fully compatible.

Rework/Scrap Formulas
Supply of items
As visualized in Figure 4-2, there is only supply at the

stock-point. Hence

, is equal to:

for

(3.3)

for 1

Where

=

=

The amount of new components ordered within period t (equation 2.2).

=

The demand from the field of components with state during period

=

The repair and the new-buy lead-time.
The repair/rework probability of components with state .
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Calculation of stock-levels
The stock-level calculation at the beginning of period is given in equation 2,5. At the end of period , the stocklevels can be calculated as follows:

(3.4)
for
Where
=

The demand from the field of components with state during period .

=

The amount of physical stock with state available at the beginning of period .

Please note that the stock is supplied in the following order [state 1->…->n-1->n].
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1 N
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Figure 4-2: Visualization of the model under the rework failures scenario.
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5

Application of the model
There are no such things as applied sciences, only applications of science.
Louis Pasteur (1822 - 1895)

The functionality and robustness of the proposed model are discussed in this chapter. The implementation of the
model in Excel is discussed in section 5.1 and applied to three components in section 5.2. Next in section 5.3
sensitivity analyses are performed to show the behavior of the model. Section 5.4 discusses the role of the model at
Philips iXR and recommends steps for implementation.

5.1

The Excel Model

In discussion with iXR and the TU/e it has been decided to build the model in a widely available tool to ensure the
applicability and usability of the tool. Accordingly Microsoft Excel has been selected since it provides sufficient
computational functionalities and is easy to use. The user-interface has been developed in cooperation with
stakeholders of the model, including the potential users. The model has one generic input sheet were the input
parameters are specified, two model specific input sheets and an output graph and table per decision. A visual
impression of the model is depicted in Appendix 1.9.
General Input
The input to the model is specified in chapter 4. Although the number of inputs is considerably large, it should be
noted that a number of the parameters are fixed for a wide domain of application such as the hourly wages of a
service engineer, the overhead costs per component and the distribution costs parameters.
Case specific input
In addition to the general input parameters, there are also analyses specific input parameters. Therefore each sheet
provides the opportunity to define additional input parameters.
Output
The output of the model is the SLC‟s in table (see Table 5-2) and graph format (see Figure 5-1) under the defined
scenarios. This will give iXR stakeholders a quantitative input to their decision. Furthermore it shows the impact of
the various cost factors on the total costs.
The output of the model also opens opportunities to some more „creative‟ analyses. As an example: The output can
be used as a discussion input on the reliability of components or can be used to study the impact of the new buy and
repair lead-time on the SLC‟s.
It should be noted that the output of the model only provides decision support and does not comprise the final
decision to be made. As an example: for small differences in SLC‟s under the various scenarios it may be decided to
select the more expensive approach since this will have some additional „intangible‟ benefits to the organization. So
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although consume may be less expensive than repair it may be not in line with Philips iXR policy to behave „green‟
or to take social responsibility for the environment. An argument to decide to make a component consumable might
be that new buy components may result in a greater customer satisfaction since new components are generally
assumed to have a higher reliability than repaired components.

Service Lifecycle Costs per Cost Factor [Euro]

Costs [Euro]

600000

New Buy Costs

500000

Repair Costs

400000

Scrap/Shredding Costs
Stock Holding Costs

300000

Inspection Costs

200000

Distribution Costs

100000

Engineer Costs
Overhead Costs

0
Consume

Repair
Scenario

Figure 5-1: Visual overview of the Service Lifecycle Costs per Cost Factor

5.2

Application of the model to three components

This section implements the model to three iXR service components: The LUC V4 Board, the VCCOM Board and
the Energy Storage Unit. The first two components are electronic computer boards used in the Allura Xper systems,
the latter is a power supply unit used in mobile C-arm systems like the Veradius. The selection of these cases is
based upon the fact that all components have been subject to revisions and the repair price versus new price
difference is limited hence the impact of the other 6 cost factors can be crucial in the decisions.
Repair/Scrap
The case independent input parameters for the repair/scrap analyses can be found in Appendix 1.5. The case specific
parameters for the repair/scrap decisions are set as follows:
Item

New
(€)

Repair
(€)

Scrap
(€)

Repair Probability

Weight
(kg)

MTTF
(yr)

Lead-time New
(wk)

Lead-time Repair
(wk)

1*
2+

651
736

#
620

10
10

80%
80%

1.5
1.5

10
12

35
50

20
77

Reliability
loss per
repair
0%
0%

3^
1290
Legend:

694

50

65%

43

13

30

30

10%

* = Luc V4 Board, 12NC: 45223002341X, + = VCCOM Board, 12 NC: 45223000950X, ^ = Energy Storage Unit, 12NC 45223001412X
# = Consumable Component, no repair price available.

Cursive Data are estimated values

Table 5-1: Input data for three components
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Results
In Table 5-2 the outcome of the Service Lifecycle Costs scenario under the repair/scrap decision are depicted. This
table reveals that


The lifecycle costs for the VCCOM (ESU) are minimized if the component is classified as consumable
(repairable). Note that the ESU is repairable at the moment which opens the opportunity to an economical
saving of approximately 8%.



The new buy costs and repair costs are responsible for the majority of the service lifecycle costs. Also the
service engineer costs and the distribution costs are considerably large in general.



The stock holding costs constitute a minor part of the total service lifecycle costs but the difference
between the consume and repair scenario are considerably large.



The ESU has the largest Service Lifecycle Costs of the three components. This is mainly due to the fact
that the new buy price of this component 2 times as high as the others and that it is of considerable weight.
Furthermore, the scrap costs of the ESU are considerably large since the components consists of chemicals
which are non-environmental friendly.



For the selected cases, the maximum difference between the service life cycle costs is approximately
€800.000 per year which is the case for the Energy Supply Unit (ESU). This reveals that, even for
components characterized by a relatively higher difference in repair price and new buy price, the decision
for repair/scrap is not straightforward. In this specific case, the potential savings of repair are outweighed
by other cost factors such as the distribution costs and stock holding costs.

Service Lifecycle Costs [Euro] for three components under Repair/Scrap Scenario
LUC Board

VCCOM

Consumable

Consumable

Repairable

New Buy Costs

€

€ 3,279,380

€ 1,465,595

Repair Costs

€

Scrap/Shredding Costs

€

50,096

€

41,747

€

Stock Holding Costs

€

31,456

€

26,884

Inspection Costs

€

66,628

€

Distribution Costs

€

131,848

Engineer Costs

€

956,516

Overhead Costs

€

489,189

€

5,207,681

Total

3,481,949
-

ESU
Consumable

Repairable

55%

€ 5,261,330

€ 3,349,458

17,715

58%

€

192,678

€

116,871

39%

€

55,124

-105%

€

44,121

€

170,477

-286%

55,523

€

55,523

0%

€

51,252

€

57,832

-13%

€

109,873

€

140,312

-28%

€ 2,907,419

€ 4,010,765

-38%

€

797,097

€

797,097

0%

€

735,781

€

830,235

-13%

€

460,885

€

460,885

0%

€

745,662

€

841,384

-13%

€ 4,482,223

6%

€ 9,938,243

€ 10,772,536

-8%

€

-

€ 4,771,389

(C/R)%

€ 1,489,972

€

-

(C/R)%
36%

€ 1,395,514

Table 5-2: Service Lifecycle Costs under Repair/Scrap Scenario for three cases



(continuation of list) The inspection costs, engineer costs and overhead costs are equal under the scrap and
consume decision for the VCCOM since it is assumed that there is no reliability decrease after repair. For
the ESU however these cost differ up to 13% since the number of failures will increase due to reliability
decrease per repair.
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Rework/Scrap
Applying a rework/scrap analyses to an existing case is more complicated than applying a repair/scrap analyses
since a crucial input to the model is the distribution of the revision levels over the installed base and the reliability
parameters per revision level. This data is however not available, hence some straight-forward estimations have been
made in order to perform this analyses. With the input provided in Appendix 1.7, Table 5-3 is constructed which
provides the costs under the 4 scenarios. Note however that this data should be interpreted with care. This data
reveals that, given the assumptions


The differences between rework and scrap are considerably large which imply that it is important to make a
well-grounded decision with respect to the previous non revised stock levels.



The differences within the rework and scrap options are limited in comparison to the differences between
the scenarios. This may imply that for components with limited components on stock and a relatively low
economical value, the non-revised stock levels can be removed by scrapping or reworking the components
without much negative financial consequences.



As expected, the distribution costs are up to 2 times as high as under the rework scenario compared to the
scrap scenario.
Service Lifecycle Costs under rework/scrap scenarios for VCCOM
Scenario
Rework

Scrap

Failures

Failures & Stock

New Buy Costs

€

558,783

€

523,769

Repair Costs

€ 1,090,866

€

Scrap/Shredding Costs

€

4,763

Stock Holding Costs

€

Inspection Costs

€

Distribution Costs

Failures

Failures & Stock

6%

€

1,379,398

€

1,366,017

1%

1,122,145

-3%

€

709,691

€

700,823

1%

€

4,766

0%

€

17,489

€

16,789

4%

68,035

€

67,328

1%

€

65,580

€

65,557

0%

37,431

€

37,522

0%

€

37,458

€

37,364

0%

€

68,039

€

68,214

0%

€

38,452

€

38,355

0%

Engineer Costs

€

537,369

€

538,664

0%

€

537,746

€

536,396

0%

Overhead Costs

€

295,512

€

296,223

0%

€

295,719

€

294,976

0%

€

3,056,278

1%

Total

5.3

(f/f&s)%

€ 2,660,798 €
2,658,630
0% € 3,081,533
Table 5-3: Service Lifecycle Costs under rework/scrap Scenarios for VCCOM

(f/f&s)%

Sensitivity analyses

This section of this chapter studies the impact of some of the input parameters on the Service Lifecycle Costs.
Unless stated otherwise, the same input is used as in section 5.2. The first sensitivity analyses is performed with the
following test bed
MTTF (yr)

= {1; 5}

Weight (kg)

= {5; 15; 25}
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NC (€)

= {750}

RC (€)

= {100; 500}

Reliability decrease
per repair

= {0%, 10%, 20%}

In Table 5-4 the output of the analyses is given. From this analyses the following can be concluded


The decrease in reliability per repair has a significant impact on the Service Lifecycle Costs of the
components. Even for a larger new buy price / repair price difference consume may be the preferred option.
This can be explained by the fact that the number of failures in the field may increase considerably due to
reliability loss of the components.



The higher the weight of the component, the more favorable the repair scenario. This can be explained for
repairable components require more transportation which will result in higher costs.
The effect of MTTF, Reliability, Weight and Repair Price input
on the Service Lifecycle Costs
MTTF (yr) = 1
Weight
(kg)
5kg

Repair
Price (€)
€ 100

Consume
(€)
€59,946,652

€ 500
15kg

€ 100

€68,736,523

€ 500
25kg

€ 100

€77,526,394

€ 500

MTTF Decrease Per Repair (in %)
0%

(∆%)

10%

(∆%)

20%

(∆%)

€41,449,807

31%

€45,897,739

23%

€50,075,113

16%

€53,478,826

11%

€59,160,305

1%

€64,489,001

-8%

€52,934,473

23%

€58,587,680

15%

€63,868,613

7%

€64,963,492

5%

€71,850,247

-5%

€78,282,502

-14%

€64,419,139

17%

€71,277,622

8%

€77,662,114

0%

€76,448,158

1%

€84,540,189

-9%

€92,076,002

-19%

MTTF (yr) = 5
Weight
(kg)
5 kg

Repair
Price (€)
€ 100

Consume
(€)
€11,989,866

€ 100
€ 100
€ 500



(∆%)

10%

(∆%)

20%

(∆%)

29%

€9,551,6729

20%

€10,582,577

12%

€10,763,573

10%

€12,076,584

-1%

€13,346,602

-11%

€10,751,051

22%

€12,082,648

12%

€13,361,197

3%

€13,032,690

5%

€14,607,559

-6%

€16,125,223

-17%

€13,020,168

16%

€14,613,624

6%

€16,139,818

-4%

€15,301,808
1%
€17,138,535
-11%
€18,903,843
Table 5-4: The Service Lifecycle Costs under the repair/scrap scenarios

-22%

€13,747,840

€ 500
25kg

0%
€8,481,933

€ 500
15kg

MTTF Decrease Per Repair (in %)

€15,505,814

(continuation of list) The repair price has a significant impact on the favorability of the repair scenario
(20% on average). The lower the repair price, the more preferred repair. Note however that for components
characterized by considerable weight and reliability decrease per repair, even a large difference between
new-buy price and repair price may pass off the additional savings.
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For components characterized by a lower reliability (MTTF =1) the difference in costs between the repair
scenario and the new buy scenario in comparison with components characterized by higher reliability
(MTTF = 5) are: higher when the repair scenario is preferred, and lower when the consume scenario is
preferred. This may imply that for components with a higher MTTF the savings of repair are earlier
obtained than under a consume scenario.

Next, a sensitivity analyses is performed for the rework/scrap scenarios. Here it is assumed that there are two
revision levels of components (.1 and .2) with MTTF = 2. The other parameters can be found in Appendix 1.6. From
this analysis, the following can be concluded


The higher the reliability of the revised components in comparison to the non-revised components, the
more attractive the rework stock and failures and scrap stock and failures scenarios. This can be explained
by the fact that the rework costs of the components may be lower than the costs resulting from additional
failures in the field which will be the case if the non-revised and less reliable components are still used.



A higher rework probability of the components will result in a decrease in the service life cycle costs. The
interpretation of this result is straight-forward, if repair is economically preferable each non-repairable
component will result in additional costs.



The differences within the rework scenarios and scrap scenarios are limited in comparison to the
differences between scenarios.
The effect of Repair Probability and MTTF on the Service Lifecycle Costs (cost in €1000)
Rework Probability (in %) = 60%
MTTF (yr)

Scenario

1

2

3

4

5

6

Rework Failures

€

24,266

€

13,052

€

9,492

€ 7,734

€ 6,655

€ 5,910

Rework Stock and Failures

€

24,468

€

13,096

€

9,481

€ 7,671

€ 6,579

€ 5,837

Scrap Failures

€

22,706

€

12,486

€

9,250

€ 7,640

€ 6,695

€ 6,023

Scrap Stock and Failures

€

22,931

€

12,567

€

9,277

€ 7,640

€ 6,653

€ 5,988

Rework Probability (in %) = 80%
MTTF (yr)
Scenario

1

2

3

4

5

6

Rework Failures

€

24,135

€

12,916

€

9,362

€ 7,580

€ 6,534

€ 5,831

Rework Stock and Failures

€

24,351

€

12,970

€

9,346

€ 7,545

€ 6,458

€ 5,745

Scrap Failures

€

22,706

€

12,484

€

9,264

€ 7,660

€ 6,695

€ 6,040

Scrap Stock and Failures
€
22,931
€ 12,567
€ 9,277
€ 7,633
€ 6,653
€ 5,988
Table 5-5: Sensitivity analyses on the rework/scrap scenarios by varying MTTF and Rework Probability

Sensitivity analyses on the new-buy and repair lead-time
Although the holding costs constitute a relative minor part of the service lifecycle costs, it has been shown in section
5.2 that SLC‟s under the repair scenario and consume scenario may differ considerably. Therefore, a sensitivity
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analyses is performed that studies the impact of lead-times on the service lifecycle costs. Table 5-6 presents the
results of this analyses which shows that the difference in holding costs between the repair and consume scenario are
a result of the both the new buy and repair lead-time. Here it holds in general that an increase in both the new buy
lead-time and the repair lead-time result in higher holding costs.
Lead-time effect on Holding Costs
Repair Lead-time (wk)

New Buy Leadtime (wk)

5.4
5.4.1

Consume

10

20

30

40

10

€

1,845

€

9,381

€

15,301

€

23,156

€

32,607

20

€

2,228

€

12,316

€

17,313

€

22,955

€

30,168

30

€

3,438

€

13,870

€

19,821

€

25,864

€

31,566

40

€
5,136
€
16,369
€
22,928
€
28,936
Table 5-6: Lead-time effect on service life cycle costs of components

€

35,030

Discussion of the use of the model in practice
Generalization of the model

The section discusses to what extent the model can be used outside the direct scope of this research. Two alternative
scopes are discussed subsequently. First, the use of the model in other business units of Philips iXR is discussed.
Second, the use of the model outside Philips is discussed.
The model can be applied to other Philips business units as well albeit the fact that the input parameters need to be
recalculated since the settings may differ per business unit. As an example: the reverse distribution network of
business units may differ as is the case for the Magnetic Resonance department that uses additional warehouses in
America. The rationale behind the model however still applies to the other business units as well.
The model can also be applied in other companies that aim to quantify their Service Lifecycle Costs. It should be
noted however that for companies that are performing studies with respect to Total Cost of Ownership the use of this
model is limited. Especially downtime costs which are an important cost factor in TCO studies are not included in
this study.
A general remark for the application of this model outside the scope of the research is that this model is primarily
developed for components that show a constant failure rate over their lifetime which is the case for electronic
components. For studies primarily aimed at components that are characterized by a non-constant failure rate, it
should be considered to extend the model such that these characteristics can be taken into account.
5.4.2

Implementation of the model

As noted in a preceding paragraph, the model has been developed in cooperation with the potential users of the
model to guarantee the applicability of the model in practice. Now the model should be implemented in the
organization of Philips iXR and possibly also in other business units. To foster this implementation, different actions
have been undertaken already.
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First, the model was presented to Product Quality & Maintenance managers who have also been involved in the
development of the model. At this moment, the model has already been applied in a real-life scenario.
Second, the Supply Chain department of Philips has been notified of the model. They value the model and are
considering to use the model in subsequent studies. More specifically they intend to hire another graduate student to
continue and refine this study.
Third, the model will be presented to the Imaging System Operations Group which includes a number of businessunits of which Philips iXR. If the value of the model to iXR is acknowledged, it is very likely that they will also
open doors to present the model to other business units as well.
This presentation of the model to various stakeholders in the organization will ensure that this model will not
become a „one-man-study‟ but that it will become grounded in the organization.
5.4.3

Usability of the model

It became clear from the discussion with iXR Product Quality & Maintenance managers, that not all input
parameters to the model can be specified easily. In combination with the sensitivity analyses, the Figure 5-2 is
constructed which shows the impact of the input parameters on the decisions and the degree of effort needed to
obtain these inputs. Especially the probability of repair after failure and the decrease in reliability per repair are
problematic parameters since they are hard to obtain, but have a great impact on the decision to be made. On the one
hand this problem may hamper the use of the model at Philips iXR. On the other hand however, the model has
demonstrated the importance of this data and may stimulate new projects to assist Philips iXR in the gathering of
this data.
Degree of effort to insert input parameters
High
1: New Buy Price
2: Repair Price
3: MTTF
4: Probability of repair

5

5: Quality decrease after repair

4

6: Leadtime

Low

High

6

Impact of input parameter on decision

3
2
1
Low

Figure 5-2: Effect of input parameters on decisions versus effort of obtaining input parameters
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6

Conclusions and recommendations
Statistics: The only science that enables different experts using the same figures to draw different conclusions.
Evan Esar (1899 - 1995)

6.1

Conclusions

In this master thesis we developed a quantitative model to assist Philips iXR recognize and reduce the Service
Lifecycle Costs of their components. In close cooperation with the potential users of the model, an easy-to-use and
intuitive Excel interface has been developed which already proved its value for it has been applied by an iXR
manager.
Based on this model and the performed analyses, the central research question of this thesis has been answered: How
can iXR improve its decisions to reduce the Service Lifecycle Costs of its components?
In order to answer this question, two decisions have been analyzed under 8 relevant cost factors constituting the
SLC‟s of iXR components: New Buy Costs, Repair Costs, Scrap Costs, Holding Costs, Distribution Costs, Service
Engineer Costs, Inspection Costs, and Overhead Costs. Next, the impact of the decisions on the SLC‟s is assessed. It
is demonstrated that the new buy price of a component is an important, but non-exclusive input parameter to this
decision. More specifically it has been demonstrated that other cost factors may outweigh the initial price difference
between the new-buy and repair price. Hence, the model provides a more sophisticated tool to iXR which will result
in more effective decision making and cost savings. Furthermore, the model has created a mindset change by
convincing the various stakeholders that the current practice result to suboptimal decisions. Rather, the introduction
of the relevant cost factors has raised the awareness that more cost factors should be taken into account in the
decision making processes. This will lead to better, inter-organizational, decisions.
In the sensitivity analyses the impact of the various input parameters on the service lifecycle costs has been studied.
These analyses revealed, among others, that
1.

The general assumption that for components with a significantly lower repair price than new buy price,
repair is often preferred, should be interpreted with care. Instead, for components characterized by
significant reliability decrease per repair and/or considerable weight, consume may be the preferred option.

2.

The costs differences in the scrap and rework scenarios are in general limited for components with non
excessive stock levels and limited economical value. Moreover, the more reliable the revised component,
the more attractive the decision to scrap stock and failures and rework stock and failures scenarios.

3.

Although the stock holding costs are a less dominant service lifecycle cost factor, it is demonstrated that the
lead-time of new buys and repairs has a considerable impact on the stock holding costs.
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6.2

Recommendations and future research possibilities for Philips iXR

This section provides recommendations and future research possibilities for Philips iXR to extend and improve the
model, the service lifecycle costs concept, and its own operations and processes.
1.

Implement Model. Philips iXR should take more cost factors and input parameters into account in their
repair/scrap and rework/scrap decision to reduce the service lifecycle costs of its components. The current
way of working leads to non-optimal decision making and increased costs. It is recommended to implement
the developed model to reduce costs and improve the decisions.

2.

Redesign and/or improve data collection and monitoring. Most of the data at Philips iXR data is primarily
recorded for administrative reasons instead of reliability purposes. A direct consequence of the current way
of working is that component specific analyses cannot be performed which hampers a number of analyses
in this study as also reliability analyses in general. In designing new data collection and monitoring
systems, iXR is therefore advised to have clear reliability requirements which will create opportunities for
more detailed analyses. As an example: more sophisticated reliability analyses may be positioned in the
field of preventive maintenance, or in the field of customer contract segmentation.

3.

Extend stock level planning concepts. The SPS department does not discriminate between repairable and
consumable components in their stock-level planning. For repairable components demand for different
stock-level approaches than consumable components it can be argued that the current stock level planning
will result in suboptimal performance.

4.

Extend Lifecycle Costs Concept to Total Cost of Ownership concept. The Total Costs of Ownership
concept is closely related to this study but is different in at least one aspect: it studies the costs from the
viewpoint of the customer. This viewpoint implies that more cost factors are taken into account of which
customer downtime costs. Including these costs as well may result in additional insights on the effects of
the repair/scrap and rework/scrap decisions.

6.3

Academic relevance and recommendations for further research

This research takes a unique position in the academic discussion of service components and lifecycle management in
at least one way. In the studied literature it is noticed that the repair/scrap decision is in most cases qualitatively
discussed (e.g. Thierry et al., 1995 or Fleischmann et al., 2000). The quantitative reports studied in general do not
discuss the repair/scrap decision as such, but rather optimize the decision outcome (e.g. Sherbrooke, 1968). This
study is unique in the sense that it uses the concepts from the qualitative discussions but implements this in a
quantitative context.
There are two recommendations to improve the current model:
1.

Extend model. The model can be extended in at least two ways. First, in the current model the number of
components in the field is assumed to be constant over time. This assumption is simplifying, especially in
the Beginning of Life and End of Service moment of the lifecycle. Second, a general assumption to the
model is that failures are assumed to be constant over time which implies that the analyses for components
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with a non-constant failure rate should be interpreted with care. The relaxation of these assumptions will
improve the scope of the model
2.

Obsolete Components and End of Life. Obsolete components are one of the key drivers to components
revisions. As a result, obsolete components may have a significant impact on the service lifecycle costs of
components. The inclusion of an obsolescence risk function will therefore give an even more detailed view
on the expected service lifecycle costs of components.
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1

Appendices

1.1
Country
AT
BE
CH
DE
DK
ES
FR
GB
IE
IT
LU
NL
NO
PT
SE

Distribution Costs Tables and Analyses
scenario
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all

Number Chargeable
Of
Weight (KG)
Packages 2008
3,676
63,343
4,869
58,576
2,386
36,667
36,744
497,502
1,142
20,960
9,146
133,636
19,426
240,830
18,136
178,594
693
4,362
21,313
251,302
199
8,597
144,024
716
12,073
1,097
13,595
1,932
35,931
128,140
1,655,464

Domestic
Price
per pack
Total
€
19 € 69,847
€
9 € 43,824
€
20 € 47,727
€
4 € 134,117
€ 26.56 € 30,333
€
6 € 51,858
€
6 € 120,831
€
3 € 62,389
€
31 € 21,766
€
5 € 112,956
€
9 €
1,790
€
6 € 51,494
€
17 € 12,099
€
24 € 26,318
€
40 € 77,273
€ 864,620

Handling
Price
per pack
Total
€
4 €
14,705
€
2 €
7,899
€
20 €
47,727
€
1 €
51,580
€
1 €
1,603
€
2 €
20,341
€
2 €
32,788
€
2 €
31,643
€
2 €
1,209
€
2 €
32,745
€
2 €
323
€
2 €
13,946
€
28 €
20,242
€
2 €
2,439
€
1 €
2,712
€ 281,902

€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

Linehaul
Price
per box
Total
8 € 29,770
6 € 31,645
10 € 23,864
2 € 59,738
2 €
1,857
8 € 74,065
4 € 77,705
5 € 87,942
5 €
3,361
4 € 85,250
6 €
1,292
6 € 55,867
10 €
7,159
8 €
8,880
2 €
3,141
€ 551,535

Total
€ 114,321
€
83,367
€ 119,318
€ 245,434
€
33,793
€ 146,263
€ 231,323
€ 181,974
€
26,337
€ 230,952
€
3,405
€ 121,306
€
39,500
€
37,637
€
83,125
€ 1,698,056
13.2515365

31.09804
17.12098
50
6.679519
29.58952
15.99206
11.90785
10.03368
37.99368
10.83644
17.12098
14.11098
55.17446
34.32206
43.02952
13.25154

Calculations for the APAC region.
The Blueroom to which the damaged components from the Asia Pacific region are sent is positioned in Singapore.
The average km between the center (selected position: Mongolia) of this region to Singapore is 6400 km. The
average distribution costs within APAC are therefore

Euro/kg and

127.3 Euro/package.
Calculations for the AMERICA region
The Blueroom to which the damaged components from the N-AMERICA region are sent is positioned in Louisville.
The average km between the center (selected position: Alberta, Canada) of this region to Louisville is 3383 km. The
average distribution costs within APAC are therefore
73,29 Euro/package.
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Euro/kg and

1.2

Service Engineer Analyses

7

Average hours of Maintenance and Travel per Region

6
5
4
3
2

Average Hours of Corrective
Maintenance

1

Average Hours of Travel

Hours

0
VCCOM

LUC V4

America

VCCOM

LUC V4

VCCOM

APAC

LUC V4

EMEA
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1.3

Repair/Scrap probability analyses
Scrap Rates VCCOM

Scrap Percentage

12NC: 45223000950X

45.00%
40.00%
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%

2006
2007
2008
2009

12NC Number

Scrap Rates Energy Supply Unit
12NC: 452230014122

45%

Scrap Percentage

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
2006

2007

2008
Year
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2009

1.4

Failures per year
VCCOM Failures
90
80
Number of failures

70

452230009501

60

452230009502

50

452230009503

40

452230009504

30

452230009505

20

452230009506

10

452230009507

0

452230009508
2006

2007

2008

2009

Year

Energy Storage Unit Failures
300

Number of Failures

250
200
150
100
50
0
2006

2007

2008
Year
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2009

1.5

Input parameters to the repair/scrap analyses

The non-case specific input parameters are set as follows (conform the analyses in chapter 3):
= 13.3 Euro
= 58 Euro
= 15%
=0
= 1.78
= {49%, 29%, 22%} for
= {2.4, 2.8, 2} for

,

= 1,
= (see Table 3-1),
for consume and
for repair
Repair Probability = 10%
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1.6

Input parameters to the rework/scrap analyses
300

100
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1.7

Input parameters to the VCCOM rework/scrap analyses

VCCOM

Stock
(#)

MTTF
(yr)

Rework Probability

Repair/Rework
Costs (€)

Scrap Costs
(€)

Weight
(kg)

Systems in
Field (#)

452230009501

11

14

0.76

300

10

1.2 kg

715

452230009503

6

65

0.77

250

10

1.2 kg

715

452230009505

7

29

0.79

300

10

1.2 kg

715

452230009506

21

13

0.83

300

10

1.2 kg

715

452230009507

31

13

0.87

387

10

1.2 kg

715

13

0.85

10

1.2 kg

0

452230009508

New Buy (€)

736

Lead-time New Buy
(wk)

50
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Lead-time Repair (wk)

50

1.8

Sensitivity analyses on the repair probability

Service Life Cycle Costs [Euro]

Influence of Repair Probability Change on the Service Life Cycle Costs [Euro]
14200000
14100000
14000000
13900000
13800000
13700000
13600000
13500000
13400000
13300000
13200000

Repair
Consume

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7
Repair Probability
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0.8

0.9

1

1.9

Visual Impression of the Excel Model

